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It was a night of emotional rollercoasters and an audio-visual feast at Frontier Danceland’s double bill
Milieu 2018. Two o�iginal works – The Whole She-Bang by Deborah Nightingale and Dimensions of
Dialogue by Sascia Pelleg�ini – left the eyes and ears satisfied, but not quite the brain.

The Whole She-Bang

Hopscotch and PE class: the piece opens with snapshots of childhood and school life. As the music
tenses up, the little people become adults, ente�ing and exiting the revolving doors of the corporate
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world – sala�ied employees glued to computer screens and keyboards. Stressed and to�n mentally, they
wrestle with their alter egos through a long and arduous jou�ney of reconciliation. One pa�ticular pair
stood out and metamorphosed into a couple – the self and the better half, finally uniting to give bi�th to a
new life. The baby stares at the sta��y sky with eager hope for a better tomo�row. These �ites of passage
depict the circle of life; step by step, the logic is clear.

Keigo Nozaki is b�illiant in his jumps – long and high. For a second, he seems weightless, floating free in
the air. Samantha and Adele deliver a flawless duet filled with energy and tension in the st�uggle
between the self and alter ego.

However, it came as a surp�ise when I lea�nt the piece is about “the female explosion happening �ight
now around the world”. #MeToo perhaps? Or Ricky Ma�tin’s Spanish hit? Whichever the inspiration, the
moves don’t appear to be gender-specific, nor the message pointing towards feminism.
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With a BA �Hons) in Drama, Nightingale is well equipped to create sto�ies. Based on her two years of
research into psychology, the piece investigates va�ious archetypes like Mother Ea�th, the T�ickster, as
well as abstract concepts like the four Classical Elements, Higher Realms, and Unde�world. Philosophical
topics for sure, but the question becomes whether a 24-min production offers enough time and space to
convey all these complex ideas. It seems daunting enough to respond to a global movement alone. Is it
realistic to cover all these abstract concepts in addition? Even William Forsythe – widely applauded for
his intellectual �igor and often citing philosophers in program notes, may find it a challenge. The piece
seems over ambitious and the choreographer might have bit off more than she could chew. After all, the
contempora�y genre relieves the stress for dancers to be physically en point, so the responsibility now
shifts to the choreographer to be intellectually en point.



Dimensions of Dialogue

It is the d�umsticks – and the way Pelleg�ini plays them. It is self-evident the piece was created by a
choreographer with solid musical background. The soundscape is sophisticated, encompassing multiple
layers of background music, noises made by dancers and musical inst�uments. A singing bowl and a
Chinese cymbal each occupy a co�ner of the stage, and Pelleg�ini creates rhythms with vibraphone
mallets, gong mallet and bamboo sticks. The sticks then travel to eve�y possible su�face from the floor
to the dancers’ heads, a�ms, torsos and feet – each with different muscle composition, resulting in va�ied
sound textures. The dancers join the “orchestra” by tapping and stomping their feet, clapping and even
banging their whole bodies on the floor.
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As they gather, disperse and �un around the stage, the ensemble po�trays a tableau vivant as if pulled
from a painting. The graphic quality is superb thanks to the animated geomet�y and �ich visual
symbolism.

The work presents a fine piece of audio-visual integration that explores the deep relationship between
motion and sound. The pianist-percussionist is versatile, regularly developing choreography and visual
works with multi-media a�tists. Pelleg�ini’s passion for expe�imentation and talent for integrating va�ious
a�t fo�ms are well reflected in this piece.

The eyes and ears have thoroughly enjoyed the feast, yet why does the brain somehow feel hung�y? The
movements were mostly improvised. Such game-like nature bears the �isk of a less than potent message
which seems to be the case with this production. Neve�theless, Faye Tan is impeccable in her b�ief solo.
Also, the lighting is minimalist yet effective. But what good of great music, technique and lighting, if not




